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› DRE Adventure is the DRE experience for 
adventuring enthusiasts who wish to improve 
their on and off-road riding skills by 
experiencing the qualities of Ducati bikes, in 
particular the Multistrada V4.

› Evolution of the DRE Enduro, this new format 
offers a teaching of the highest level that will 
provide participants with the opportunity to 
discover the secrets of the adventouring world: 
from the right position on the saddle, to 
learning the most effective riding techniques, 
up to aspects such as the correct loading of 
bags and the replacement of a damaged tire.

› The program of the DRE Adventure course is 
divided into two days. The first is dedicated to 
the contact with the bike and the performance 
of technical exercises to gain the right 
confidence in off-road driving, while the second 
day includes a tour with both on-road and off-
road sections, which immediately encourages 
participants to put into practice what they have 
learned in theory.

› Participants will have the opportunity to rent 
technical clothing directly from the purchase 
platform.

› The Castle of Nipozzano, in the province of 
Florence, owned by the family of the Marquis 
de Frescobaldi is the perfect location for a 
unique experience, combining the pleasure of 
driving on the roads of Tuscany with its 
breathtaking views and the discovery of local 
food and wine.

› At lunch and dinner, it will be possible to taste 
a variety of traditional Tuscan dishes prepared 
with top quality ingredients and accompanied 
by a selection of wines produced in the 
Frescobaldi family's estates.

DRE Adventure Academy
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*The cost includes the two lunches and dinner on the first day.

Overnight stay and clothing rental not included.

Range:

› Multistrada V4S 

› Multistrada 950S

› Scrambler Desert Sled 

Benefit:

› Ducati has provided a special 10% discount for DOC members.

› Free individual photo shooting.

DOC platform opening: March 24th 2021

Date Location Fare

6-7/05 Nipozzano’s Castle € 850,00*

8-9/05 Nipozzano’s Castle € 850,00*

16-17/09 Nipozzano’s Castle € 850,00*

18-19/09 Nipozzano’s Castle € 850,00*
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For 2021 you can book the DRE Adventure course with the following procedure:

› Click on this link to access the purchasing platform

› Select the course from the calendar and click on Add to cart. All selected courses will be displayed in the cart.

› Select the Checkout option and Add Info

› Enter the Enrollment information

› In the dedicated section you must enter the Ducati Code + Email address + Discount code DOC1V21

› The discount availability will be verified.

• Each member can use the discount only once to purchase one of the available courses.

• The total amount of discounts reserved for DOC members has a limit: once the maximum budget threshold is reached, the 

system won’t accept the Discount code anymore.

› Accept the regulation and privacy condition

› Choose the payment option

Booking procedure

http://buy.ducatiridingexperience.com/ducati/dreadventure.nsf/home.html?open&lang=EN
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If you need any further information or 
support, please get in touch with :

› DRE Adventure Customer Support

experience@ducati.com
ph:+39 039 2050315 

Any questions?

mailto:dre@ducati.com

